On May 5th, P4 teachers selected some P4A students and invited Principal Chu to an interview at Baptist Rainbow Primary School. The children were very excited but a little bit nervous to interview our principal because for some, it was their very first time to talk with him. However, the children were very excited to know MORE about this new person who runs our school. And of course he is a brand new Principal to our school so the children are very curious to know more about him. Who is this mystery guy we ask? Well, the P4 students had a crack and asked Mr. Chu some personal questions to find out just who this person is, what makes him tick, his feelings about our school and school life at Baptist Rainbow. Below you can read all about the interview.

INTERVIEW WITH PRINCIPAL CHU:
P4A Students Conducting the Interview

Helen: Why did you want to be a principal?

Mr. Chu: I am a teacher. I like to help students with their subjects.

I want to help students learn more in their subject areas. I want to do more and I want to do more with education and take on more responsibility.

Louis: Why did you choose our school?

Mr. Chu: BRPS is a Christian school and being a Christian school you follow Jesus. Because BRPS is a Christian school and because I am a Christian I wanted to work at this school for this reason.

Tina: What toys did you like best?

Mr. Chu: I like building models, Gundam models. They are a kind of robot model.

I also liked building car models too.

Ben: What was your favourite subject in school?

Mr. Chu: Well, this is an easy answer actually. English of course! English is fun. I could do a lot in English. It can teach me how to communicate with other people.

Tina: What was something that you are good at?

Mr. Chu: I am good at playing sports. I like to play all different kinds of sports. When I play sports I can grasp the skills quite easily. My